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(ABSTRACT) 

In this thesis we answer a number of unsolved problems in generalized paracom- 

pact topological spaces. Examples satisfying the T, separation axiom are constructed 

showing the relationship between the properties B(D, wo)-refinability, B(D, \)-refinability, 

and weak 6-refinability. The properties B(D, X)-refinability and weak 0-refinability 

are shown to be strictly weaker than B(D,wo)-refinability. 

Sum theorems, mapping theorems, and o—product theorems are obtained for 

B(D, wo)-refinability, weak 9-refinability, and several other properties. The o—product 

theorem for B(D,w)-refinability, weak 0-refinability, and other properties are shown 

to follow from a new special B(D,wo) sum theorem.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 

81. Introduction. 

Since the introduction of the class of metric spaces by M. Frechet in 1906, vari- 

ous properties of metric spaces which do not imply metrizability have been studied. 

Normality is of primary importance among these properties due to Tietze’s Extension 

Theorem and Urysohn’s Lemma. Paracompactness is a property which lies strictly 

between metrizability and normality in the class of T, spaces. R. H. Bing [4] in his 

1951 paper entitled “Metrization of Topological Spaces” introduced the properties 

collectionwise normality (CWN) and metacompactness. CWN and metacompactness 

are strictly weaker than paracompactness. Diagram 1.1.1 below shows the relation- 

ships between these properties. 

Diagram 1.1.1. 

CWN —+ normal 

metrizable —+ paracompact , 

metacompact 

In 1965, A. V. Arkhangel’skii [2] implicitly introduced the notion of mesocom- 

pactness and proved that a normal k-space X is paracompact iff X is mesocompact. 

J. R. Boone [5] later gave this concept the name “mesocompactness” and showed that 

mesocompactness lies strictly between paracompactness and metacompactness. 

R. Arens and J. Dugundji [1] independently introduced the notion of metacom- 

pactness in 1950 and proved that countable compactness and compactness are equiv- 

alent in the class of metacompact spaces. J. M. Worrell and H. Wicke [32] in 1965 

introduced the notion of @-refinability as a generalization of metacompactness. In 

1972, the property weak 9-refinability was introduced by H. R. Bennett and D. J. 
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Lutzer [3] as a generalization of 6-refinability. J. C. Smith [24] demonstrated that 

countable compactness and compactness are equivalent in the class of weak 6-refinable 

spaces, thus generalizing the result above of Arens and Dugundji. Smith [24] also in- 

troduced the notion of weak 6-refinability, a property which lies strictly between weak 

6-refinability and 6-refinability. He then demonstrated that the class of metacom- 

pact spaces is exactly the class of almost expandable, weak 6-refinable spaces and 

that CWN, weak 6-refinable spaces are paracompact. 

In 1980, J. C. Smith [26] defined the property of B(P, a)-refinability where a rep- 

resents a fixed ordinal and P represents any one of several properties which collections 

of sets may satisfy, such as discreteness (D) or local finiteness (LF). R. H. Price [19] 

in 1987 obtained a weak 6-type characterization of B(D,wo)-refinability and used 

it to demonstrate that B(D,wo)-refinability is strictly weaker than 6-refinability. 

Price also showed that, in the class of CWN spaces, paracompactness is equivalent 

to B(LF, X)-refinability where \ represents any countable ordinal, thus generalizing 

the result above of Smith. 

The question of whether B(D,wo)-refinability is equivalent to B(D, X)-refinability 

for some countable ordinal \ > wo was asked by J. C. Smith in 1980 [26]. Smith 

conjectured that this question would be answered in the negative and asked for ex- 

amples. Chapter II of this thesis gives a method of constructing a normal space that 

is B(D, A)-refinable but not B(D,a)-refinable for any ordinal a < \. We also give 

an example of a 7, space that is weak 6-refinable but not B(D,wo)-refinable, thus 

demonstrating that weak 6-refinability is strictly weaker than B(D,wo)-refinability. 

Other important and interesting examples are also included in Chapter II. 

Diagram 1.1.2 below illustrates the relationships between the properties men- 

tioned above. It is known that implications not indicated in Diagram 1.1.2 are not 

true in general. Those marked with an “?” remain open problems. Those implications
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marked with an asterisk are new results in this thesis. 

Diagram 1.1.2. 

paracompact —+ mesocompact —+ metacompact —> 6-refinable 

\ \ / J 

B(D, wo)-refinable 

i“ \ 
weak 6-refinable B(D, 4)-refinable 

B(D, w?)-refinable B(LF, X)-refinable 

B( LF, w2)-refinable — weak 9-refinable 

Chapter III of this thesis contains a discussion of the progress toward obtaining a 

perfect mapping theorem for the property B(D, wo)-refinability. H. J. K. Junnila [16] 

has demonstrated that closed images of 0-refinable spaces are 9-refinable. D. Burke 

[7] has shown that perfect images of weak 0-refinable spaces are weak 6-refinable. 

Thus the natural question is whether such mapping theorems hold for the properties 

B(D,wo)-refinability and weak 6-refinability. We demonstrate that the Locally Fi- 

nite Sum Theorem holds for B(D, wo)-refinability on countably metacompact spaces, 

a necessary condition for the perfect mapping theorem to hold. Also, we demon- 

strate that if a space is hereditarily B(C'P, A)-refinable then it is hereditarily weak 

6-refinable. It then follows that closed images of hereditarily weak 6-refinable spaces 

are hereditarily weak 6-refinable, a variation of Burke’s result above. Other results 

are also included. 

In Chapter IV we obtain several new results concerning o—products. Recently, 

there has been much interest in answering the following question. Let P represent
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some topological property and let X be a o-product space. If every finite subprod- 

uct of X has property P, does X necessarily have property P? If the answer is 

in the affirmative, P is said to satisfy the “s—product Theorem”. Many properties 

have been shown to satisfy the o-product Theorem such as paracompactness [17], 

metacompactness [29], and 6-refinability [30]. Also, if the o—product X is normal, 

the o—-product Theorem holds for the property CWN [10]. On the other hand, the 

property orthocompactness does not satisfy the o—product Theorem [30]. We demon- 

strate that the o-product Theorem holds for the properties weak 0—refinability and 

B(D,wo)-refinability. In fact, we obtain these results as special cases of a new sum 

theorem which we call a “Special B(D,wo) Sum Theorem”. Furthermore, we show 

that if the o-product X is normal, the o-product Theorem holds for the proper- 

ties mesocompactness, discrete compact finite expandability, para—Lindelofness, and 

closed hereditary irreducibility. 

§2. Definitions. 

In this section we explain the terminology and notation used in this thesis and 

give definitions and related lemmas which are basic to the subject matter. For the 

meaning of concepts used without definition in this work, we refer the reader to the 

texts [13] and [31]. 

Throughout the following, the word “space” always refers to a T; topological 

space. That is, a space in which each singleton is a closed set. If H is a subset of 

a space X, we denote the closure of H by “cl(H)” or “H” and the interior of H by 

“int(H)”. 

The abbreviations “‘TFAE” and “:ff” are used to represent the phrases “the 

following statements are equivalent” and “if and only if” respectively. 

We denote the cardinality of a set A by “|A|”. The symbol “N” represents the set
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of positive integers. The cardinality of N = No. The first infinite ordinal is denoted 

by wo and the first uncountable ordinal by w,. We will represent ordinal numbers 

with lower case Greek letters, and elements of N with lower case English letters. The 

letter \ will always denote a countably infinite ordinal. 

Set Operations 1.2.1. Let U/ and VY be collections of subsets of a space X and let 

AC xX. Then 

(a) UU =U{U:U eu} 

(b) NU =N{U:U EU} 

(c) st(A,U) =U{U EU: UNAFF} 

(d) st(z,U) = st({x},U) for each x € X, and 

(e) UNV={UNV:U EU and Ve Y}. 

Definition 1.2.2. Let # and UY be collections of sets. The collection H partially 

refines U/ provided every member of # is contained in some member of U. If UH = 

UU is also the case, we call H a refinement of U. 

Properties satisfied by collections of sets 1.2.3. Let H = {H,:a€ A} bea 

collection of subsets of a space X. For each zr € X, define 

ord(z,H) =|{H EH: ze H}}. 

(a) 1 is point finite (PF) provided ord(z, H) is finite for every x € X. 

(b) H is point countable (PC) provided ord(z,H) < No for every rz € X. 

(c) H is locally finite (LF) provided every z € X has a neighborhood V such that 

[{HEH: VN FO} <No. 

(d) H is bded-LF provided there exists n € N such that every z € X has a neigh- 

borhood V such that |{H € H: VN HA # 9}| <n. In this case we say that 7 is 

n—bded LF. 

(e) H is discrete (D) provided H is |-bded LF.
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(f{) H is locally countable (LC) provided every x € X has a neighborhood V such 

that |{H EU: VNH £9}| < No. 

(g) H is closure—preserving (CP) provided for every A’ C A, cl(U{H, : a € 

A’}) = U{el(H,): a € A’. 

(h) H is a special CP family provided H is CP and there exists a point finite open 

collection U/ such that for H € H, X -H =uU{U €U: UNH = 9}. 

(i) H is compact finite (CF) provided for every compact subset K of X, |{H € 

H: HANK £O}|< No. 

(j) is interior preserving provided for each A’ C A, int(N{H, : a € A’}) = 

Nf{int(H.):a€ A’}. 

Diagram 1.2.4. The diagram below illustrates general relationships between prop- 

erties which collections of sets may satisfy. 

CF — PF 

/ | 
D — bded—~LF —\ LF — LC — PC 

N\ 
CP 

Remarks 1.2.5. 

(a) Let F be a collection of closed subsets of a space X. Then F is LF iff F is CP 

and PF. 

(b) Let P represent one of the following properties: D, bded— LF, LF or CP. If H is a 

P collection of subsets of a space X, then {cl(H) : H € 1} is also a P collection. 

Definition 1.2.6. Let H = {H, :a€ A} and U be collections of subsets of a space 

X, and let P represent any property which collections of sets may satisfy. 

(a) H is a P—(partial) refinement of U/ provided H is a P collection which (par- 

tially) refines UY. 

(b) H is a P-closed (open) refinement of U/ provided 1 is a P-refinement of U
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and every member of # is a closed (open) set. 

(c) If H refines U, we refer to H as a one—to—one refinement of U/ provided we can 

index U = {U,: a € A} such that H, C U, for every a € A. 

(d) A space X is P—refinable provided every open cover of X has a P-refinement 

Definition 1.2.7. 

(a) Let A be any set. We call B = {B,: y ET} a partition, or decomposition, of 

A provided UB = A and B is pairwise disjoint. 

(b) Let H = {H, : a € A} be a collection of subsets of a space X. A collection 

K of subsets of X is an amalgamation of # provided there exists a partition 

{B,:7 ET} of A such that K = {U{H,:a€ B,}:7 ET}. 

Amalgamation Lemma 1.2.8. [19] Let P represent one of the following properties: 

D, bded-LF, LF, LC, PF, PC, CF, or CP. If H is a P collection of subsets of a space 

X and K is an amalgamation of H, then K is also a P collection. 

Corollary 1.2.9. [19] Let P represent one of the following properties: D, bded-LF, 

LF, LC, PF, PC, CF, or CP. If a cover U of a space X has a P-refinement, then U 

has a one-to—one P-refinement. 

Corollary 1.2.10. /19] Let P represent one of the following properties: D, bded- 

LF, LF, LC, PF, PC, CF, or CP. If U is a cover of a space X, and U has a P-open 

refinement, then U has a one-to-one P-open refinement. If P represents D, bded- 

LF, LF, or CP, then if a cover U of a space X has a P-closed refinement, then U has 

a one—to—one P-closed refinement. 

Remark 1.2.11. Throughout this thesis we will often use results 1.2.9 and 1.2.10 

above and assume that refinements are one-to-one whenever we can do so without 

loss of generality. 

Special types of refinements 1.2.12. Let V, G and U be collections of subsets of
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a space X, and let P represent any property which collections of sets may satisfy. 

(a) V is a star refinement of Y/ provided {st(V,V): V € V} refines U. 

(b) V is a pt-star refinement of U/ provided {st(z,V): z € X} refines U. 

(c) Y is a minimal refinement of U/ provided Y refines U/ such that no subcollection 

of members of V refines WU. 

(d) G is a o~P-refinement of U provided we can write G = U{G, : n € N} such 

that G, is a partial refinement of U satisfying P for each n € N and G defines U. 

Special types of continuous maps 1.2.13. Let f : X — Y be a map from a space 

X toa space Y. 

(a) If f() is an open (closed) subset of Y for every open (closed) subset AH of X, 

we refer to f as an open (closed) map. 

(b) The map f is a perfect (quasi—perfect) provided f is continuous, closed and 

f-'(y) = {x € X : f(x) = y} is compact (countably compact) for every y € Y. 

(c) We refer to f as a finite-to—one map provided f~'(y) is finite for every y € Y. 

(d) The map f is bounded provided there exists n € N such that |f~!(y)| <n for 

every y € Y. In this case we sometimes refer to f as a n—bded map. 

Remark 1.2.14. It should be clear that every bded-map is finite-to—one, and every 

closed, continuous, finite-to—one map is perfect. 

Map notation 1.2.15. Let f : X — Y bea map from a space X to a space Y, and 

let U and Y be collections of subsets of X and Y, respectively. Define 

(i) f(U) = {f(U):U €U}, and 

(ii) F-°(V) = {f-"(V) : V € V}. 

Definition 1.2.16. Let {X, : a € A} be a collection of spaces (not necessarily 

pairwise disjoint). For each a € A, let X* = {(z,a): 2 € X,}, and define a topology 

on X* in the obvious way to make X* homeomorphic to X,. By construction, {X3 :
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a € A} is pairwise disjoint. Let Y = U{XZ : a € A}, and define a subset U of Y to 

be open iff UN X% is open in X% for every a € A. We refer to the space Y as the 

disjoint sum of {X, : a € A} denoted by @{X,: a € A}. 

Definition 1.2.17. Let {F, : a € A} be a cover of a space X. The canonical map 

f: @®{F,:a€ A} + X is defined by f(z,a) = r for each x € X and ae€ A. 

Remark 1.2.18. The canonical map defined above is both onto and continuous. 

Sum Theorems 1.2.19. Let Q represent some topological property such as para- 

compactness, and let P represent one of the following properties: D, (bded) LF, or 

CP. 

(a) Property Q satisfies the P Sum Theorem provided for every space X, if {F, : 

a € A} is a P-closed cover of X such that F, satisfies property Q for every 

a€A, then X satisfies property Q. 

(b) Property Q satisfies the Countable Sum Theorem provided for every space X, 

if {F, :n € N} is a countable closed cover of X such that F,, satisfies property 

Q for every n € N, then X satisfies property Q. 

Lemma 1.2.20. Let Q represent a topological property which is preserved under 

both disjoint sums and closed, continuous (bded) finite-to-one maps. Then Q satisfies 

the (bded—) LF Sum Theorem. 

Proof: Suppose X = U{F, : a € A} where {F, : a € A} is a (bded) LF family 

of closed subsets of X such that each F, has property Q. Then by hypothesis, 

@{F, : a € A} has property Q. Let f : @{F, : a € A} — X be the canonical 

map. It is easy to see that f is a continuous and (bded) finite-to-one map onto 

X. Furthermore, f is a closed map. To see this, suppose that K is a closed subset 

of @(F, : a € A} and x ¢ f(K). Since {F, : a € A} is a locally finite family of 

closed subsets of X, let U be an open set containing z which meets only those finitely
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many F,’s, say Fy,,Fo.,---,Fa,; such that zs € Fy. For each 7 € {1,2,...,7}, let 

U}? be an open (in Fy, x {a;}) subset of F,; x {a;} containing (z,a;) which misses 

Kk. Then let U; be an open (in X) subset of X such that U;N Fy; = f(U7). Then 

UN (n{U; :7 € {1,2,...,7}}) is an open set containing z that misses f(K). Thus 

f(K) is a closed set in X. It now follows from the hypothesis that X has property 

Q. 

Definition 1.2.21. Let U* = {U, :n € N} be a countable family of open covers of 

a space X. U* is a normal family of covers provided U4,,1 star refines U/, for every 

n © N. An open cover U of a space X is a normal cover of X provided U is a 

member of some normal family of open covers of X. 

Definition 1.2.22. A space X is fully normal provided every open cover of .X is a 

normal cover. 

Remark 1.2.23. A. H. Stone [28] proved that a T, space X is paracompact iff X is 

fully normal. 

Definition 1.2.24. A space X is paracompact (subparacompact, metacom- 

pact, meta~Lindelof, mesocompact, para~—Lindelof, screenable, irreducible, 

resp. orthocompact) provided every open cover of X has a LF-open (o—discrete- 

closed, PF-open, PC-open, compact finite open, locally countable open, o—disjoint 

open, minimal open, resp. interior preserving open) refinement. 

Definition 1.2.25. A space X is a k-space provided a subset F’ of X is a closed 

set iff F'M K is compact for every compact subset K of X. 

Lemma 1.2.26. Every locally compact, T,-space is a k-space. 

Proof: Assume that X is a locally compact, T,-space. If F is a closed subset of X 

and K is a compact subset of X, then K is closed since X is Tj. Hence F'N K 1s 

compact since compactness is closed hereditary.
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Next, suppose that A C X, and AN K is compact for every compact subset K of 

X. We show that A is closed. Let x € cl(A). There exists a compact neighborhood 

kK, of x, and since z € cl(A), K,A is closed and nonempty. If z ¢ K,NA, it follows 

that x ¢ cl(A), a contradiction; hence it must be the case that z € A. Therefore, A 

is a closed set. 

Definition 1.2.27. Let H = {H,:a€ A} and U be collections of subsets of a space 

X. We call UY an expansion of H provided we can index U = {U, : a € A} such that 

H, CU, for every a € A. 

Definition 1.2.28. A topological space X is subnormal provided that any two 

disjoint closed subsets of X have a disjoint Gs expansion. 

Definition 1.2.29. Let X be a space. 

(a) X is monotonically normal provided for each z € X and neighborhood U of 

z, there exists a neighborhood H(z,U) such that if any H(z,U)N H(y,V) #0 

then z € V or y E U. Note that every monotonically normal space is CWN (see 

Definition 1.2.30 below.) 

(b) X is totally normal provided that X is normal and every open subset G of X 

is the union of a locally finite (in G) family {V, : a € A} of open sets (in X) such 

that each V, is an F, subset of X. 

Definition 1.2.30. Let X be a space. 

(a) X is collectionwise normal (CWN) provided that every discrete closed family 

has a pairwise disjoint open expansion. 

(b) X is collectionwise T, provided that every discrete family of singleton subsets 

of X has a pairwise disjoint open expansion. 

(c) X is collectionwise subnormal (CWSN) provided that every discrete closed 

family F = {F, : a € A} has a Gs-expansion G = {G, : a € A} where 

Ga = N{Gian) 1m € wo} and for each x € X, there is an nz € wo such that x
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belongs to at most one member of {Gian,) : a € A}. 

(d) X is collectionwise 6-normal (CW65N) provided that every discrete closed 

family has a pairwise disjoint Gs—expansion. 

Remark 1.2.31. Clearly CWN —- CWSN — CWO8N. 

Definition 1.2.32. Let G be a collection of open subsets of a space X. We refer to G 

as a 6—collection (almost 9—-collection) provided we can write G = U{G, :n € N} 

such that for every x € X, there exists n, € N such that G,, is LF (PF) at x and 

rE UG,,. 

Definition 1.2.33. Let U/ be an open cover of a space X, and let G = U{G,, :n € N} 

be an open refinement of U. 

(a) G is a weak 0-refinement of U provided G is an almost 6-collection. 

(b) G is a finally \ weak 6-refinement of U provided we can write G = U{G, : 

a < \} such that for each z € X there exists a, such that 0 < ord(z,G,,) < Xo 

and z ¢ U{UG, : a, <a < A}. 

(c) G is a weak 6—-refinement of U provided G is an almost 6-collection and {UG, : 

n € N} is PF. 

(d) G is a 0-refinement of YU provided G is an almost 9-collection and G, covers X 

for every n EN. 

Expandability definitions 1.2.34. 

(a) A space X is expandable (almost expandable) provided every LF collection 

of closed subsets of X has a LF (PF)-open expansion. 

(b) A space X is discretely expandable (almost discretely expandable) pro- 

vided every discrete collection of closed subsets of X has a LF (PF)-open expan- 

sion. 

(c) A space X is bded—expandable (almost bded—expandable) provided every
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bded-LF collection of closed subsets of X has a LF (PF)-—open expansion. 

(d) A space X is compact finite expandable (discretely compact finite ex- 

pandable) provided every locally finite (discrete) collection of closed subsets of 

X has a CF open expansion. 

(e) Let F be a collection of subsets of a space X. We call G = U{G, :n € N} an 

(almost) 6-expansion of F provided 

(i) Gz is an open expansion of F for every n € N, and 

(ii) G is an (almost) 6-collection. 

(f) A space X is (almost) 6-expandable provided every LF collection of closed 

subsets of X has an (almost) 0-expansion. 

(g) A space X is (almost) discretely 6-expandable provided every discrete col- 

lection of closed subsets of X has an (almost) 0-expansion. 

Remark 1.2.35. As written earlier, throughout this thesis we use “\” to represent 

a countably infinite ordinal. 

Definition 1.2.36. Let P represent one of the following properties: D, bded-LF, 

LF, or CP. A space X is B(P,a)—-refinable provided every open cover U of X has a 

refinement B = U{B, : y < a} which satisfies 

(i) {UB,: +7 < a} partitions X, 

(ii) for every y < a, B, is a relatively P collection of closed subsets of the subspace 

X —U{UB,: 4 < y}. 

(iii) for every y < a, U{UB, : up < 7} is a closed set. 

The collection B is often called a B(P, a)—-refinement of U. 

Remark 1.2.37. Clearly every countable T;, space is B(D,wo)-refinable. Also, 

it should be clear by the amalgamation lemma (1.2.10) that if U has a B(P,a)- 

refinement, then U has a B(P,a)-refinement as above such that B, is a one-to-one
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partial refinement of U for every y < a. 

Definition 1.2.38. A space X is said to have the G—property if, for every infinite 

cardinal a, and each monotone increasing open cover {G, : y < a} of X, there is 

a monotone increasing open cover {H, : y < a} of X such that H, C G, for each 

yY< a. 

Definition 1.2.39. A space X is said to have the weak 8—property (also called the 

D-property in [23]) if, for every infinite cardinal a, and each monotone increasing 

open cover G = {G,: 7 < a} of X, G has a one-to-one open refinement H = {H, : 

+ <a} such that H, C G, for every 7 <a. 

Definition 1.2.40. Let G = {G, : a € A} be an open cover of a space X. If G has 

a one-to-one open refinement H = {H, : a € A} such that H, © Gy, we say that G 

is shrinkable or that H is a shrinking of G. If every open cover of X is shrinkable, 

we say that the space X has the shrinking property. 

Remark 1.2.41. A space X has the weak 8-property iff every monotone open cover 

of X is shrinkable. 

Definition 1.2.42. A space (X,T), where T is the topology on X, is semistratifi- 

able if there is a function S : N x T — {closed subsets of X} such that: 

(a) if U ET, then U =U, S(n,U) 

(b) if U,V € T and U CV, then S(n,U) € S(n,V) for each n € N. 

The function S is called a semistratification of X. 

Definition 1.2.43. A space X is stratifiable if there is a semistratification S of 

X such that for each open set U in X, U =U, int(S(n,U)). Such a function S is 

called a stratification of X. 

Definition 1.2.44. Let A be a set and a an ordinal such that |a| < |A|. Then 

[A]S* ={B CA: |B < al}.
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Definition 1.2.45. For each a in an index set A, let X,. be a topological space. 

Let X* = [[{X,. : a € A}, and let s* be a fixed point of X*. For rz € X™ let 

Q(x) = {aE A: ra # (s*)a}. Let X, = {x € X*: |Q(x)| <n} and X =U{X, : ne 

wo}. We say that s* is the base point of the o—product X. We sometimes write 

X =o{X,:a€ A}. For a € [A]<“ the subproduct X, = []{Xa : a € a} is called 

a finite subproduct of X. Define Y, = [[{X.:a € a} x {(s*), :a€ A—a} and 

the projection map p, from X onto Y, such that for r = (ra )aea, 

(nla)o={ fy, poe a: 
Note that Y, is homeomorphic to X,. 

Remark 1.2.46. The projection map p, in 1.2.45 above is open, onto, and continu- 

ous. Note that for every n EN, X, = U{Y, : a € [A]"} and X,, is closed. Furthermore, 

{Y. — Xn-1: a € [A]"} is discrete in the subspace X — Xp-1. 

Lemma 1.2.47. [29] For each n € wo, {p7}(Ya — Xn-1) : a € [A]"} is a point finite 

collection of open sets in X. 

Proof: Now p,'(Y¥, — Xn_1) is obviously open in X since Y, — Xn-1 is open in Yj. 

We show that for each zg € X anda € [A]", if a € Q(z); then z ¢ p7*(Y, — Xn-1). 

Since there are only finitely many sets a € [A]" such that a C Q(z), the lemma will 

follow. However, a Z Q(z) implies that |Q(p.(z))| <n — 1 from the definition of the 

projection map p,. Therefore p,(x) € X,_; and hence x ¢ p7*(Ya — Xn-1). 

Lemma 1.2.48. [29] Let U be an open subset of a o-product X such that X,-1 CU. 

Then {p71(Ya — U): a € [A]"} is a locally finite collection of subsets of X. 

Proof: Let z € X be fixed. For every b € [(Q(zx)|$""", it follows that p(x) € Xn-1 © 

U. Hence there exists a set B(b) € [A]S“ such that 

(i) 6 Q(z) C BO),
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(ii) for each a € A there is an open (in X,) set Va(B(b)) C Xe 

such that (p,(r))e € Va(B(b)), and 

Git) pa(x) € V(B(8)) = T1(Ve(B(6)) : 2 € B(S)} x TI Xy se A BO} CU. 
Let H = U{B(b) : b € [Q(z)]S"""}. Then Q(z) C A and |A| < No. 

N{V.(B(b)) : a € band bE [Q(z)]$""1} for a € Q(z) 
(1) Define Va = 4 N{V,(B(d)) : b € [Q(z)|S"71} foraé H— Q(z) 

Xa for a ¢ H 

(2) Let V=[[{V.:a€ A}NX. 

Clearly V is an open subset of X. We claim that z € V. If a € Q(z) then by (ii), 

for every 6 € [Q(x)]$"-! such that a € 5, it follows that x, = (p,(z))a € Va(B(b)). 

Also, if a € H — Q(z) then by (ii), za = (s*)a = (ps(z))a € Va(B(b)) for every 

b € [Q(x)]$"-!. Therefore z € V, for every a € A by (1) above. 

We now show that for any set a € [A]" such that a Z Q(z), it follows that 

V1 pz'(Y. — U) = 9. Since there exist only finitely many sets a € [A]" satisfying 

a © Q(z), the proof will be complete. Suppose a € [A]” such that a Z Q(z) and 

there exists y€ VN p7'(Y, —U). Then p(y) ¢ U. However, we now show that it 

must be the case that pa(y) € U, hence a contradiction. 

Let b= aN Q(z) € [Q(z)]S$"7?. 

Case 1: a € B(b)Na. Then (pa(y))e = Ya. Since y € V, by (1) and (2) we have 

that (pa(y))a = Ya € Va(B(8)). 
Case 2: a € B(b) —a. Then since b = aN Q(z), we have (pa(y))a = (S")a = 

(Po(2))a € Va(B(d)) by (ii). 

It now follows from (iii) that pa(y) € V(B(b)) C U. 

Definition 1.2.49. Let X be a o—product space and let Q represent some topological 

property. Property Q satisfies the o-product Theorem provided that, if every finite 

subproduct of X satisfies property Q, then X satisfies property Q.
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Remark 1.2.50. In Chapter IV we discuss which topological properties satisfy the 

o-product Theorem. 

Definition 1.2.51. Let X be a space and D a decomposition of X. Then the 

equivalence relation R of the decompositon D is the subset of X x X consisting of 

all pairs (z,y) such that z and y belong to the same member of D. Also, X/R is 

defined to be the family of equivalence classes. The projection map 7 (quotient 

map) from X to X/R takes each x € X to that equivalence class of which z is a 

member. The quotient space is the family X/R with the quotient topology in which 

a set A C X/R is open iff r~'(A) is open in X. 

Definition 1.2.52. A decomposition D of a topological space X is said to be upper 

semi—continuous provided that for each D € D and each open set U containing D 

there is an open set V such that DC V C U and V is the union of members of D. 

The following lemma is found in [31]. 

Lemma 1.2.53. A decomposition D of a topological space X is upper semi-— 

continuous iff the projection map from X onto the quotient space of X given by 

the decomposition is a closed, continuous map. 

Definition 1.2.54. Let X be a space, U an open cover of X, and D a decomposition 

of X. Then U is said to be D-saturated provided that for each U EU, U =U{DeE 

D:DNU £9}.



CHAPTER I 

EXAMPLES OF SPACES WITH THE PROPERTIES 

B(D,)-REFINABILITY AND WEAK 6-REFINABILITY 

In 1975, J. C. Smith [24] introduced the property weak 9-refinability and then 

proved in [25] that a space X is CWN iff every weak 6-cover of X is a normal cover. 

Recall that a space X is paracompact iff every open cover of X is a normal cover. 

Smith [26] also proved that the class of metacompact spaces is exactly the class of 

almost expandable, weak 9-refinable spaces and that CWN, weak 6-refinable spaces 

are paracompact. 

J. Chaber [9] in an unpublished paper in the mid-1970’s introduced the notion of a 

“B(LF, wo)—refinement” of an open cover which generalized the idea of a o-LF-closed 

refinement. Chaber named the concept “property 5,.” In 1980, J. C. Smith [26] gen- 

eralized this notion further by defining the concept of a B(P,a)-refinement as stated 

above in Definition 1.2.36. R. H. Price [19, 20, 21, 22] used the property B(P, a)- 

refinability to obtain some new theorems involving the properties weak $—refinability 

and @-refinability. For example, Price showed that a space X is CWN iff every open 

cover of X which has a B(D,.)-refinement is a normal cover. Furthermore, Price 

showed that CWN, B(LF, \)-refinable spaces are paracompact, thus generalizing re- 

sults of Smith listed above. Price also obtained a weak 9-type characterization of 

B(D, wo)-refinability and used it to demonstrate that B(D, wo)-refinability is strictly 

weaker than 9-refinability. 

In [26], J. C. Smith conjectured that weak 0-refinability is strictly weaker than 

B(D, wo)-refinability. Smith also asked for an example showing the relationship be- 

tween B(D, X)-refinability and B(D,wo)-refinability where \ represents a countable 

ordinal. In this chapter we prove Smith’s conjecture and give examples demonstrating 

18
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the relationship between these properties. 

In §1 we give a simple example (our first attempt) of a T, space that is B( D,w?)- 

refinable but not B(D,wo)-refinable. Even though this example is not normal, it is 

important in the sense that it motivated our search for an example demonstrating 

that B(D,w?)-refinability is strictly weaker than B(D,wo)-refinability in the class of 

T4 spaces. In order to construct this T, example, we generalized R. H. Bing’s example 

G in [4]. We call such an example a “generalized Bing space”. 

In §2 we give an example, which we name F’, of a generalized Bing space which is 

B(D,wo)-refinable but not B(D,n)-refinable for any n € N. In addition we obtain 

for each n € N, a normal space that is B(D,n+1)-refinable but fails to be B(D,n)- 

refinable. 

In §3 we extend the technique used in §2 to build a space, which we call F", 

which is B(D,wo + 1)-refinable but not B(D,wo)-refinable; and in §4 we modify 

this example to construct a B(D,wo + 1)-refinable, weak 6-refinable space that is 

not B(D,wo)-refinable, thus proving Smith’s conjecture above to be true. Also in 

§4 we show how, for any countable ordinal \ to construct a generalized Bing space 

that is B(D, A)-refinable but not B(D,-+)-refinable for any ordinal 7 < X. All of the 

examples given in sections 2 through 4 of this chapter are T4. 

§1. A T, space that is B(D,w2)-refinable but not B(D,wo)—refinable. 

Theorem 2.1.1. There exists a T, uncountable space X which is B(D,wo)-refinable 

but not B(D,n)-refinable for anyn € N. 

Proof: Let Y be the space of all ordinals less than w2 with the topology given by 

the following basis. A basic open set B is a subset of Y of the form B = {y < b}-A 

where 6 € Y and A is a finite subset of Y. Since Y is countable and 7}, it is 

B(D, wo)-refinable as noted in Remark 1.2.37 above. Note that Y is not T9.
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Now, suppose Y is B(D,n)-refinable for some n € N. Let B = U{B; : i <n} be 

a B(D,n)-refinement of an open cover of Y by basic open sets. Let jo be the first 

integer such that | (Uigig(UB:)) N{yEe Yiu kK y<wo-(kK+ 1)} = No for some 

(Uigig (UB) ) 44 EY :uo-ko < 

< wo - (ko + 1)} |= No. For each B € B;,, B is a subset of some basic open set in Y. 

k E wo. Let ko be the first element of wo such that 
  

It follows that there exists some y € Y — ((Uigia-1(UBi)) U [0,wo- (ko +1))U B) 

such that 7 is an upper bound of B U [0,w» - (ko + 1)). Thus, since B is closed 

in Y — (Ujcjg-1(UBi)) and every open set containing 7 contains all but finitely 

many members of B, it must be the case that B is finite. But then infinitely many 

members of B;, must meet [wo - ko, wo - (ko + 1)). Hence B;, cannot be discrete in 

Y- (U; < (UBi)) since every open set containing must hit infinitely many members 

of B;,. This contradicts the supposition that B is a B(D,n)-refinement. Therefore 

Y is not B(D,n)-refinable. 

Next, let X = @{Y, : a € w,} where Y, = Y for every a € uw. Note that for 

every a@ € w,, Y, x {a} is closed in X and is homeomorphic to Y. Therefore X is 

not B(D,n)-refinable for any n € N since B(D,n)-refinability is closed hereditary. 

Clearly X is T,. Therefore X is a T,, uncountable, B(D,wo)-refinable space that is 

not B(D,n)-refinable for any n € N. 

Theorem 2.1.2. For any ordinal y > 1, there exists an uncountable T, space S that 

is B(D,wo-y)-refinable but not B(D,wo)-refinable. 

Proof: Let X be the space constructed in Theorem 2.1.1. Let S = X x[0,y) with the 

topology given by basic open sets of the form (A x {o})U B where a € 7, A is a basic 

open set in X, and BC S—\)_.,(X x {r}) is cofinite in X x {6} for every 7 < 6 <7. 

(See Diagram 2.1.3 below). Now X x {co} is closed in S— (\,.,(X x {r})) for every 
T< oO 

o € y, and since X is B(D,wo)-refinable, S is B(D, wo - y)-refinable.



Claim. S is not B(D, wo)-refinable. 

Proof of Claim: Suppose UW is a cover of S by basic open sets and B = U{B, :né 

wo} is a B(D,wo)-refinement of U/. Choose the first n € wo with 

(Uva) A(X x {1}) 
t<n 

= No. 

    
Since X x {0} is not B(D,n)-refinable, it must be the case that U;.,(UB;) does not 

cover X x {0}. Thus U;.,(UB;) is not closed in S, contradicting the definition of a 

B(D, wo)-refinement. Therefore S is not B(D,wo)-refinable. 

Diagram 2.1.3. A basic open set in S. 

    

ee xx (0) 

Corollary 2.1.4. There exists an uncountable, T, space that is B(D,w%)-refinable 

but not B(D,wo)-refinable. 

Proof: Let y~ = wo in Theorem 2.1.2. 

Corollary 2.1.5. For any ordinal y andn € N there exists an uncountable T; space 

K that is B(D,wo-7+1)-refinable but not B(D,wo)-refinable. In particular, K can 

be B(D, wo + 1)-refinable but not B(D,wo)-refinable.
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Proof: Let S be the space constructed in Theorem 2.1.2 that is B(D,wo-y)-refinable 

(but not B(D,wo)-refinable if y > 1.) Define K = SUT where T = [0,u,) with the 

following topology. A basic open set B about a point s € S is any set such that BNS 

is a basic open set about sin S and |ac€T:a¢ B| < No. For every s € T, {s} is an 

open subset of K. Since S is a closed subset of K, which is not B(D,wo)-refinable, 

then K is not B(D,wo)-refinable. 

Claim. K is B(D,wo-7 + 1)-refinable. 

Proof: Let U = {Us : 6 € A} be an open cover of K and let B* = U{B* : a E uo: ¥} 

be a B(D,wo - y)-refinement of / | S. Then since S is a closed subset of K and T is 

relatively discrete in K — S, it is the case that K is B(D,wo -y + 1)-refinable. 

§2. Construction of the generalized Bing space F. 

In [4], R. H. Bing gave an example of a normal topological space that is not 

collectionwise T,. We call such an example a Bing space and give the construction of 

such a space below. 

Let Q = P(w,) =the set of all subsets of uw. Let G = {f € [eg {0,1} | f € 

[Tya3(1) for some @ € uw}, where {0,1} is the two-point discrete space. For a € wy, 

define f, by 

={0 tags | 
Define F = {fa € w,} so that F CG. 

Topologize G by adding to the induced Tychonoff product topology all singleton 

sets {g} where gE G \ F. 

Clearly G is T;. To show that G is Ty, suppose H, and Hz are two disjoint closed 

subsets of G. Let Ay = Hy F for k = 1,2. If A; = 9, then H, and G \ Ay are two 

disjoint open sets separating H, and H,. Hence we assume that A, # @ for k = 1,2. 

In what follows we use the identification of A, with {a € w1|fa € Ar}.
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Let 

D, = {f € G\f(Ai) =1 and f(A2) = 0}, 

Dz ={f € G|f(Ai) =0 and f(A) = 1}. 

Then A; € D, and D}N D2 = 9. Thus (D, \ H2)U (A; \ Ai) and (D2 \ Ay) U (2 \ A2) 

are disjoint open sets in G containing H, and Hy, respectively. 

To prove that G is not collectionwise T, we show that no uncountable collection of 

singleton subsets of F can be separated by pairwise disjoint open sets in G. Suppose 

T = {f. € F|a € A} is uncountable and that for each a,y € A, D, is a basic open 

set about f, such that D, ND, =@ if a # y. For each a, let r, be the finite subset 

of Q such that Da = (\e,, Ip (fa(4))- 

Since A is uncountable there exists an integer m and an uncountable subset A} 

of A such that r, has exactly m elements for every a € Aj. For any two members 

a,y € Aj, we have r, Mr, # 0; otherwise D, N D, # Q in contradiction to our 

choice of D, and D,. It then follows that there exists an uncountable subset A, of 

A, C A, q € Q, and t, with value either 1 or 0 with f.(qi1) = t; for every a € Aj. 

Similarly there exists an uncountable subset Az of Ai, g2 € Q, and t, with value 

either 1 or 0 with f.(q2) = t2 for every a € Az. Continuing inductively in this way 

we get gz, ty, Ax for k = 1,2,...,m. Let r = {q1,q2,---,Q@m} and D be the set of 

all fg € T with fa(q,) = t, for k =1,2,...,m. Then r, =r and D, = D for every 

a € A,,. Hence the D,’s could not be pairwise disjoint, so G is not collectionwise 7. 

We are now ready to construct our generalized Bing space F. Let F, = F,G, =G, 

Fy = G,\F, and Q, = Q. Next, define Q2 = P(Fj). Let G2 = {f € Theq, (0, HIF € 

Ty) for some p = Fy}. For p € Fy, define f,(¢) = 16 teed \ Define 

F, = {f,|p € Fz}, F3 = G2 \ Fy. Topologize G2 by adding to the induced Tychonoff 

topology all singleton sets {g} where g € Gz \ F,. Continue inductively in this way
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to define F,,G, for every n € N. Note that |Fi| = «,|F2| = 2%, |F3| = 27", etc. 

Define F = U{F,|n € N}. Using the natural identification of F, with F* for 

n > 1, define a basic open set U in F about a point g in F, as follows: 

(1) UNG, is a basic open set about g in G,; 

(2) for each g* € UN Fyyi, U contains a basic open set about g* in Gy4i; 

(3) assume that for k < m, U has been defined so that for each g* € UN Fraz, U 

contains a basic open set about g* in Gyy,. Then for each g* € Fim, U contains 

a basic open set about g* in Gaim. 

We will refer to a basic open set in F’ about a point g as a funnel about g. Note 

also that F,, is a discrete closed collection in F \ (UU, en Fi): 

For each n € N, define F,, = U{F;|i < n +1}. Topologize F, with the induced 

subspace topology from F. 

Properties of F’. 

lL. F is T,4. Suppose that H, and Hp are disjoint closed subsets of F. Let nz be 

the first integer such that H,N F,, 4 0 for k = 1,2. Without loss of generality we 

may assume that ny < ng. Since H, Gy, and H2M Gy, are disjoint closed subsets 

of Gn, they can be separated by disjoint subsets V,. and V2 of G,, which are open 

in G,, and contain H; 1G,, and H,MG,,, respectively. Then (Vj, U M1) Gay +i 

and (V2 U Hz) Gy, +41 are disjoint closed subsets of Gn,41 and can be separated 

2 by disjoint subsets V1.,, and V2, of Gr,41 which are open in G,,4; and contain 
n 

(Vi. U Ai) Gry4i and (V2 U A2) N Gy, 41, respectively. Continue by induction to 

obtain for each j € N disjoint subsets Vi ,; and V? ma +j Of Gny+j Which are open in 

Gri+j and contain (Vi ,,,U Ai) Ga,4; and (V2 ,;_, U H2) A Ga,4;, respectively. 

Then U{Vjt ,;|7 € wo} and U{V? , ;|7 € wo} are disjoint open sets in F which contain 

A, and H2, respectively. So F is normal. It is easy to see that F is T}. 

Ul. F is B(D,wo)-refinable. Observe that if we let B, = {{f}|f € Fu} for each
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né N, then B = U{B,|n € N} is a B(D,wo) refinement of every open cover of F. 

Thus F is B(D,wo)-refinable. 

Definition 2.2.1. For each f, € F, define the subbasic funnel U;, about f, as 

follows: 

(1) U,.9G = TGQ) 
(2) U7, G2 = U{IT (Ug € Uy, 1 F}; 

(3) assume that for k <n that U;, has been defined such that 

Uy. VG = U{TT Gy (1)lg € Uy. 9 Fe}. 

Then let U,,Gn = U{TTZa(Llg € Uy, Fn}. Then U = {Uy,|fa € Fi} is called the 

standard subbasic open cover of F. We will refer to each U;, as the standard open 

funnel about f. € F,. For an element f in F,, the standard subbasic open funnel 

about f is defined in the analogous way. 

The fact that / covers F follows from the definition of G, = {fe Teg, (9: Lyfe 

Tp () for some p € F*}. Note that if a, 7 € w, with a # 7, then f, ¢ U;,. Diagram 

2.2.2 below is an illustration of the standard cover. 

Diagram 2.2.2. 

  

Us., Uy,  Uy,, 

UI. F is not B(D,n)-refinable for any né N.
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The following lemmas are needed to prove this result. The first lemma is a 

generalization of the fact that G, is B(D,2)-refinable but not B(D,1)-refinable. To 

see this, suppose that B is a discrete closed refinement of the standard subbasic open 

cover of G,. Then each f, € F, is contained in a member B;, of B which contains no 

other member of F\. For each such f, € Fi, we pick a basic open subset V;, of the 

standard subbasic open funnel U;, such that f. € V;, and V;, N B= if BF B,,. 

Since G, is not collectionwise TJ, it must be the case that for some a,y € w ,, there 

exists an x € V;, 1 V;, 1G, 4 @. Since B covers Gj, we have r € By, N B;,, 

contradicting the discreteness of B. It follows that G; is not B(D,1)-refinable. The 

strategy of Lemma 2.2.3 is similar to the proof we have just given. 

Lemma 2.2.3. Let U be the standard subbasic open cover of F. Fixne N. Suppose 

that X is a closed subset of F and B = {B;,|fa € F,} is a relatively discrete closed 

collection in F \ X which partially refines U such that the following condition holds: 

(A) There exists an a, € w, such that for every y > ay 

(1) there exists some g(n,y) € (Uy, F,) \ (X U (U{U;,|7 < y})) 

and 

(2) for each g(n,7) in (1) we can choose a funnel V(n,7) C U;, about g(n,7) 

such that V(n,7)N X = @ and V(n,7) hits at most one member of B; i.e. 

V(n,y)N BF O iff g(n,y) € B for each B € B. (*) 

Then we have the following: 

(B) There exists an a2 € w, such that for every p > a2 we have 

[V(n, p) \ ((UB) U (LULU, |7 < p}))] 0 Fas FO. 

Remark. Note that in (A), if (1) holds then (2) follows. 

Proof: Assume (A) and suppose (B) is false; that is, no such a2 exists. Choose
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Yo > a, and a funnel V(n, yo) such that, 

[V(n, 70) \ ((UB) U ({Uy,|7 < Y0}))] 9 Fatt = 8. 

By our supposition we can choose 7, > Yo such that y, > 7 if V(n,7o)N By, 4 @ and 

[V(n, 91) \ (UB) U (ULUy, |r < m})]O Fas = 8. 

Assume that for p < I that y, has been chosen such that the following conditions 

hold: 

(i) % > ¥5 if 5 < p; 

(ii) y, > 7 if V(n,¥5) N By, 4 O for any 6 < p; 

(iii) [V(m, 7) \ ((UB) U (U{U,, It < yp }))] 9 Fai = 0. 

By our supposition there exists yp > sup({y,|p < I} U {7 € w,|By;, NV(n,7,) F 

Q for some p < I}) such that (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. Thus we can continue the 

induction on w. 

Since the singletons {g(n,s)|6 € w,} cannot be separated by pairwise disjoint 

open sets in G,, and since V(n,ys) 1 G, is open in G, for every 6 € uw, there 

exists 61,62 € w1, 6 < 62, such that V(n,75,)NV(n, ¥5.)N Faoi # 0. Now V(n, ¥5,)M 

V(n, 62) = (Nar Tz, (te) for some 91, q2,---5 9% € Qn and each t; has the value 1 or 0. 

Since g(n, ¥s,) € V(n, ¥s,) and g(n, ys.) € V(n, ¥s,), by (A) if any gq; = {h} whereh € 

U{U;,|7 < y5,} A Fy, it follows that t; = 0. Hence [V(n, ¥5,) A V(n, ¥5,) \ (U{U},|7 < 

¥61})1O Fanti #0. Choose x € [V(n, ¥5,) 1 V(r, Y62) \ (ULUs, 17 < Yor})] 9 Fanti. By 

(iii) above we must have that z € UB. Choose B, € B with z € B,. Then 

ze V(n,¥5,)NV(n, ys.) Bz. (**) 

By (*), g(n,¥s,) € Be. Thus it follows from (ii) and the assumption (A) that 

g(n, 7s.) ¢ Bz. However by (*) we have that V(n,7¥5,)N B, = 9, contradicting 

(**). Therefore the lemma is proved.
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Lemma 2.2.4. Let U be the standard subbasic open cover of F and let B = U{B,|n € 

N} be a B(D,wo)-refinement of U. Then there exists an a € uw, such that for every 

+ > a, there exists a sequence of ordered pairs {(r7,V,’)|n € N} satisfying the 

following conditions: 

(1) x2 € F, and V7 is a funnel about zr, for every n € N; 

(2) VX OV”, forn >1; and 

(3) Vn (Ufa) (UB:)) = 9, for every n > 1. 

Proof: For n = 1, let X = 9. With B, = B in Lemma 2.2.3, and a, = 0, let 

g9(1,7) = f, for every 7 € uw,. Note that 

9(1, 7) € (Uz, 1 Fi) \ (XU (U{U},|7 < y})). 

For each g(1, 7), choose a funnel V(1,7) about g(1,7) such that V(1,y) C U;, and 

V(1,y) NB F @ iff g(1,7) € B. Thus condition (A) of Lemma 2.2.3 is satisfied for 

n = 1. By the conclusion of Lemma 2.2.3 there exists yz € w, such that for every 

+ > +2 there exists 

9(2,7) € [VQ, 7) \ ((UBi) U (U{U,|7 < y}))]O Fe FO. 

For n = 2, let X = UB,. Also, let B, = B in Lemma 2.2.3. For every y > 2, choose 

a funnel V(2,7) about g(2,7) such that V(2,y)N X = 0, V(2,7) C V(1,7), and 

V(2,y)NB F O iff g(2, y) € Bfor every B € By. Then by Lemma 2.2.3 again there ex- 

ists 3 such that for every y > 3 we can pick g(3, 7) € | V(2,7)\(Ue, (UB: )U(U{U,| 

T < })) NF3. Continue in this way so that for every n > 1 we have V(n,y) € 

V(n—1,7) G--- C V(1,7) CU;, for y > Yn. Now, let a* > sup{y,|n € N}. Then 

for every y > a*, n EN, let V7 = V(n,y) and 27 = g(n,y). It is easy to see that 

n? nr {(x7, V,”)|n € N} is the desired nested sequence.
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Theorem 2.2.5. F is not B(D,n)-refinable for any n € N while F is B(D,wo)- 

refinable. 

Proof: Let U be the standard cover of F. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2.4 we 

see that for any n € N, Frayi Z Ul, (UB;) if B; is a discrete closed collection in 

F \ U{UB,;|j < i}. Hence F cannot be B(D,n)-refinable for any n € N. We have 

already seen above in Part II that F is B(D,wo)-refinable. 

IV. F, is B(D,n+1)-refinable but not B(D,j)-refinable for any j <n+1. 

This fact follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2.5. 

§3. Construction of the generalized Bing space F*. 

We now extend F to construct a space F* which is B(D,wo + 1)-refinable but is 

not B(D,wo)-refinable and hence not B(D, a)-refinable for any a < wo +1. 

Construction: 

Define F,, = {f : N > F\f(n) € F, for every n € N}. Let F* = FU F,, and 

topologize as follows: 

(1) If V is a basic open set (funnel) in F, then 

V°=VU{f € F,|V contains a tail of f} 

is a basic open set in F* and 

(2) {f} is open in F* for every f € F,,. 

Note that F is a closed subspace of F*. Thus if H,; and Hz are disjoint closed 

subsets of F*, there exist disjoint open subsets A, and A, in F which separate FN Hy 

and FM Hz, respectively. Since the tail of any member of F,, cannot be contained 

in both A; and Ag, by (1) there exist disjoint sets U; and U2 which are open in F™ 

separating FH, and FN Hy». Therefore there exist disjoint open subsets of F* 

which separate H, and H. It is similarly shown that F* is T,, so that F™ is T4.
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Note that B = U{B,|A < wo +1} where B, = {{f}|f © Frai} for n € wo and 

B.. = {{f}|f € Fu} is a B(D,wo +1) refinement of every open cover of F*. 

Theorem 2.3.1. F* is B(D,wo + 1)-refinable. However, for every \ < wo +1, F™ is 

not B(D, \)-refinable. 

Proof: We have shown above that F* is B(D,wo + 1)-refinable. Furthermore, since 

B(D,n)-refinability is hereditary for closed subspaces, and since F is not B(D,n)- 

refinable for any n € N by Theorem 2.2.5, F* cannot be B(D,n)-refinable. It remains 

to show that F* is not B(D,wo)-refinable. 

Let U* = UU{{f}|f € Fi} where U is the natural extension of U4, = {Uy, : 

fa € F\}, the standard subbasic open cover of F. Clearly /* is an open cover of F™. 

Suppose B = U{B,,|n € N} is a B(D,wyo)-refinement of U*. Then B restricted to F 

refines U "|F =U. It follows from Lemma 2.2.4 and the definition of the topology on 

F* that there exists an a* € w, such that for y > a*, the point f7 € F,,, (defined by 

the sequence f%(n) = 2) cannot be covered by LU, (US,). But this contradicts the 

assumption that B = U{B,|n € N} is a B(D,wo)-refinement of U/*. Hence F* is not 

B(D, wo)-refinable, and the theorem is proved. 

Question 2.3.2. Is the space F* above weak 6-refinable? We conjecture that it is 

not. If this is the case then F* is a normal, B(D,wo + 1)-refinable space that is not 

weak 6-refinable. 

§4. More generalized Bing spaces. 

We now modify the spaces F and F* to obtain T, spaces K and K* with the 

following properties: 

(1) K is mesocompact; 

(2) K is B(D,wo)-refinable but not B(D,n)-refinable for any n; 

(3) K* is weak 6-refinable;
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(4) K* is B(D,wo + 1)-refinable but is not B(D, A)-refinable for any \ < wo + 1. 

We begin our inductive construction of K. Let Ky; = Fy and let Kx = {f € 

F |f(q¢) = 1 for at least one but only finitely many q € Q,}. Put Q3 = P(x). For 

each a in K3, define k, by 

_f1 ifa@éq forge Q3 
kal) = { ¢ ifa€¢q 

Now let K2 = {k,|a € Kj}, and define 

Kj ={fe TTjeq; 19; 1}|f(q) =1 for at least one but at most finitely many q € Q3}. 

Continue in this way to define K, for all n. Define and topologize K and K* 

similarly to F and F* in §2 and §3 above. For n € N, let G, = K, U Kny1 with the 

topology inherited from K. In [18] it is shown that G, is metacompact. We extend 

this result to show that K is metacompact. 

Theorem 2.4.1. G, is metacompact for each n € N. 

Proof: Let U be any open cover of G,. For each f € K,, choose a member U f of 

U that contains f. For each f € Ky, let V; represent the standard funnel about f. 

Then {U;NV,;|f € Ki} U {{g}lg € Ga \ Ka} is a point finite refinement of U. 

Theorem 2.4.2. K is a metacompact. 

Proof: Let V = {V,|a € A} be an open cover of K. Then, since G, is metacompact, 

V has a 1-1, open in K, partial refinement T = {T,|a € A} which is point-finite on 

G, and covers G;. For each t € Ga MTy, let C(z,n,a) be the intersection of the 

standard funnel about z with T,. Define the open set S? inductively as follows: 

1) SING, =T.NG; 

2) forn > 1, SLNG, = (SIN Ka) U{y € Galy € C(z,n, a) for some z € S1N Ky}. 

Note that S? = {S!|a € A} is an open in K, point-finite, partial refinement of 

V which covers G,. To see this, suppose « € K3. Then x € II; (1) for only finitely
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many q in P(K2). Hence x is a member of only finitely many standard funnels about 

elements in Kj. Since K, GC G,, S! is point-finite on Kj. Thus by 2) it must be 

the case that S!' is point-finite on K3. Continuing in this way it follows that S' is 

point-finite on K,, for every n. 

Next, since K,U K,U---UK,-1 is a closed subset of K , and since G,, is metacom- 

pact for each n, we can construct a 1-1 point-finite open partial refinement S” of V 

that covers K,, and misses K,UK2U- --UK,_1. It then follows that S = U{S":n € N} 

is a point-finite open refinement of V. Hence K is metacompact. 

To show that K is mesocompact it suffices to show that every compact subset of 

K is finite. In [5], J. R. Boone shows that every compact subset of G, is finite. We 

now extend this result to obtain the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.4.3. For eachn € N, ifC is a compact subset of K, then CN(U{G;|i < n}) 

is finite. 

Proof: The proof is by induction on N. For n = 1 observe that G, NC is closed in K 

and therefore compact. Suppose that we can choose distinct elements f,, fo, f3,.-.-, 

fay... in CMG). Since K, is discrete, we may assume that each f; belongs to 

K,NC. Since |{q € Q:|f;(q) # 0 for some i € N}| < No, for each f € Ky we can 

choose a basic open funnel about f, say V;, that misses {f,, fa, f3,...,}, since |{q € 

Qilf(q) 4 O}| > No. Thus {Vy|f € Ki NC}U {{fi}]i © N} is an open cover (open 

in G,) of CNG, with no finite subcover, contradicting the compactness of CNM Gi. 

Hence CMG, must be finite. 

Assume that for all k <n, CN [U{G; : i < k}] is finite. 

By inductive hypothesis, CN (U{G,|i < n — 1}) is compact and therefore finite. 

Suppose we can choose distinct elements fy, fo, f3,... in CM Kn4i. Since |{q € 

Qnlfi(q) # O for somei € N}| < No, for each f € CN (U{Gi|i < n — 1}) we
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can choose a funnel V; about f which misses {f,, fo, fs,...} C C. Thus {V;|f € 

Cn (U{G;|i < n — 1})} U {{fi}|i € N} is an open cover of CN (U{G,|i < n}) with 

no finite subcover, in contradiction to the compactness of CN (U{G;|t < n}), so the 

lemma follows. 

Lemma 2.4.4. If C is a compact subset of K, then C is finite. 

Proof: Suppose C is an infinite compact subset of K. Then by Lemma 2.4.3 there 

must exist a sequence f : N + C such that f(n) ¢ U{K,|f(z) € K,; for some z < n}. 

Since {f(n)|n € N} is a closed subset of C, it is compact. It is easy to show that this 

sequence is also discrete and thus cannot be compact. Hence the lemma is proved. 

From Theorem 2.4.2 and Lemma 2.4.4 we now have the following. 

Theorem 2.4.5. K is mesocompact. 

Theorem 2.4.6. 

(i) K is B(D,wo)-refinable but not B(D,n)-refinable for any n. 

(ii) K* is B(D,wo + 1)-refinable, but not B(D,wo)-refinable. 

(iii) K* is weak 0-refinable and T,. 

Proof: The proof if (i) and (11) follow in the analogous fashion as the properties of 

F in §2 above. Since K is metacompact, (iii) follows. 

We now show, for any countable ordinal 4, how to construct a space KX, which is 

B(D, 4)-refinable but not B(D, X)-refinable for any 7 < \. We extend the space K* 

above to accomplish this result. The proof that our extended space has the desired 

properties is again analogous to the previous results for K* and is left to the reader. 

For n € N, let K, be defined as above and K,, = {f : N — Klf(n) € 

K,, for every n € N}. Let A be a countable ordinal greater than or equal to wo + 1 

and let a < X. If a is a successor ordinal, say a = G+1, construct (the corresponding 

Bing space) K, from Kg in the same manner as K,,,; was constructed from K,, above.
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If a is a limit ordinal, let S, = {71,72,... } be a cofinal sequence in a. Let K, be the 

set of all sequences of the form f : N + U{K,, :n € N} such that f(n) € K,,. 

Assume that for y < a that KY has been defined in the natural way and is a Ty, 

B(D, X)-refinable space that is not B(D,r)-refinable for any 7 < 7, 

Case 1: a@ is not the successor of a limit ordinal. 

Subcase 1: @ is a limit ordinal. 

Let Kz = U{Kj : 8 < a} with the natural identification of the levels and 

topology. 

Subcase 2: @ is a successor ordinal. 

Let KZ = (U{K3: 8 < a})U K, with the natural topology. 

Case 2: a is the successor of a limit ordinal, say a = 8 +1. 

Let Ky = Kj U Kg, topologized as follows. 

If f € Kg, then {f} is an open set. If U is a basic open funnel in KZ, then 

UU{f € Kg: a tail of f is in U} is a basic open set in Kj. 

The proof of the next theorem follows easily from the proof of Theorem 2.4.2 and 

the above construction. 

Theorem 2.4.7. Kt is B(D, w2)-refinable and weak 6-refinable, but not B(D,wo)- 

refinable.



CHAPTER UI 

SUM AND MAPPING THEOREMS 

In 1978, H. J. K. Junnila [16] proved that closed maps preserve 6-refinability. In 

1984, D. K. Burke [7] proved that perfect maps preserve weak 0-refinability, and in 

[8] he showed that closed maps preserve subparacompactness. It is natural to ask 

whether B(D,wo)-refinability and weak 9-refinability are preserved under perfect or 

closed maps. Unfortunately however, the techniques of Junnila and Burke do not 

seem to be adaptable for use in obtaining a similar result for these properties. In 

fact, the following is still an open question. 

Question 3.1.1. Are the properties B(D,wo)-refinability and weak 6-refinability 

preserved under closed, finite-to-one maps? 

In [19], R. H. Price proved the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1.2. Let f : X — Y be a continuous, closed, and bded-map from a 

space X onto a space Y. If X is B(D,wo)-refinable, then Y is B(D,wo)-refinable. 

In [26], J. C. Smith proved the following sum theorem. 

Theorem 3.1.3. The property B(D,wo)-refinability satisfies the Countable Sum 

Theorem. 

Remark 3.1.4. It is easy to see that the property B(D,w )-refinability is preserved 

under disjoint sums. Thus, in light of Lemma 1.2.20, we see that the LF Sum Theorem 

must hold for the property B(D,wo)-refinability if closed, finite-to-one maps preserve 

B(D, wo)-refinability. Our next two theorems pertain to this result. 

Theorem 3.1.5. The property B(D,wo)-refinability satisfies the bded LF’ Sum The- 

orelm. 

Proof: Since B(D,wo)-refinability is preserved under disjoint sums, the theorem 

35
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follows from Theorem 3.1.2 and Lemma 1.2.20. 

In [15] F. Ishikawa proved the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.1.6. A space X is countably metacompact iff every countable monotone 

increasing open cover of X has a monotone increasing closed refinement. 

Theorem 3.1.7. The property B(D,wo)-refinability satisfies the LF Sum Theorem 

for countably metacompact spaces. 

Proof: Let F = {F,:a € A} bea closed, locally finite cover of X where each F, is 

B(D,wo)-refinable. Now G = {G,:n € N} where G, = {x € X: ord(z,F) <n} is 

a countable monotone increasing open cover of X. Since X is countably metacompact, 

by Lemma 3.1.6 above, G has a monotone increasing closed refinement, say K = {Ky : 

n € N} where K, C G, for each n € N. Note that Fj, is an n-bded LF closed 

cover of K, for each n € N. Hence by Theorem 3.1.5, K, is B(D,wo)-refinable for 

each n € N. Therefore, X is B(D,wo)-refinable by Theorem 3.1.3. 

Theorem 3.1.8. Let K} be the generalized Bing space constructed in Chapter II 

which is B(D, X)-refinable. Then every closed, continuous image of KX is B(D, »)- 

refinable. In particular, every closed, continuous image of the space K constructed 

in Section 2.4 is B(D,wo)-refinable. Likewise, every closed continuous image of the 

space F constructed in Section 2.2 is B (D, wo)-refinable. 

Proof: Suppose Y is an image of KX under a closed, continuous map f. Let V be an 

open cover of Y and U = f-'(V). Then UY is an open cover of Ky and B* = U{B; : 

7 < A}, where each BY = {{z}: 2 € K,}, is a B(D,A)-refinement of U/. For each 

7€Alet B, = {ty} :y € f(Ky)— (Uney f(K,)) \. Note that for each {y} € B, we 

have that [f-'(B, — {{y}})] N BS is a closed subset of AX — U{Bi: u < y}, since 

each B® is a relatively discrete collection of closed subsets of AX — (U wey & 1) . Since 

f is a closed map, it follows that each B, is a relatively discrete closed collection
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in Y — U{UB, : w < yx}. It is now easy to see that B = U{B, : 7 < A} isa 

B(D, 4)-refinement of V. 

Definition 3.1.9. Let each of X and Y be a topological space and f : X — Y 

amap. Let H = {H, : a € A} bea collection of subsets of X. Then we define 

A, = f~1(f(Ha)) for each subset H, of X and define H = {H, : a € A}. 

Remark 3.1.10. In [7], D. K. Burke proved that perfect maps preserve weak 6- 

refinability. Theorem 3.1.11 below is the result of our attempt to obtain a corre- 

sponding closed mapping theorem. 

Theorem 3.1.11. The closed continuous image of a hereditarily finally 1 weak 6- 

refinable space is hereditarily weak 0-refinable. 

Proof: Let f be a closed, continuous map from a hereditarily finally 1 weak 9- 

refinable space X onto a space Y. Suppose V = {V,: 7 € T'} is an open cover of Y. 

Then U = {U,: 7 €T} where U, = f~'(V.) is an open cover of X. Now U has a 

finally \ weak @ refinement, say G = U{G/,) : w € A} where Gt) = {Gury 7 € TH. 

Note that we may assume that the levels are amalgamated so that G(s, 7) C U, for 

every y € IT. Recall from Definition 1.2.33 (b) that for each x € X there exists pz € A 

such that 0 < ord(z,G(,,)) < No and z ¢ U,,_<,(UGi). For uw € X define Ki,) = {z € 

X : pe < p}. Note that each set Ki,) is closed in X. For y € IT define Ki,,,) = 

(X — Uses Guay) 1K (uy, which is a closed set in X. Define jun) = Uy ~ Huey for 

each y € [ and Uy) = {Uiy,4) : y € T}. Now, let G,) be a final \ weak 9-refinement 

of Uy), say Giuy = U{Gi,,) 1 7 € A} where Gi, ) = {Giurn) 2 YE T}. For 7 € A let 

Kun) = (seu Kee) U {2 € Ki 1 0S ord(2,Gj,,-)) < No and 0 = ord(x, Gi.) for 
all 8 > 7}. For y ET, define Hiyz4) = (X — Ups+ Gur.) 1 K(u,7), a closed set in 

X. Let Ur = Uy — Hyry for y ET, and Uur) = (Uwrn) 27 € T}. Continue 

n this process by induction for all finite tuples in U,<y 4”.
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Claim. For each y € Y there exists ann € N and an n-tuple (a1, a2,...,Qn), where 

a; € A, and y ET such that f-'(y) N Key ,caan) © Gler,a2,..,0n,6) for only finitely 

many elements 2 of I’, one of which is ¥. 

Proof of Claim: Let y € Y and aq, be the first element of for which there exists 

z€ f-'(y) A Kia). For each z € f7'(y) ON Kia), let mz, = max{y ET:  € Gia,yy}. 

Let m, = inf{m,,: 2 € f7'(y) A Kia}. Note that f-'(y) A Via, = % for y > my. 

Next, let a2 be the first element of \ for which there is some z € f~*(y) N K(e4,a9): 

For each z € f~*(y) NM Kiay,a2) let mz = max{y ET : & € Glay,az,7)}- Let m2 = 

inf{mz2: 2 € f7'(y)M Kia:,02)}. Note that mz < m, and f(y) N Uaro2,7) = 0 if 

+1 >mp. By induction define m3, m4,ms,..., etc. Now there exists n € N such that 

My-1 = inf{m;:j7 € N}. Then (a, a2,...,Qn) is the n-tuple we need with 7 = my. 

The claim is thus proved. 

Next, let 

S013 0125-50) ={ (Y _ F(X _ G(cx1 ,002,.00,0n,7) ) N) K (ex jar2 peeey on))) 1 Vy 77 € r \ . 

Then for each y € Y it follows from the claim that there exists n € N, y ET, and 

an) iS an open partial goers Then by the definition of S(o, a9,..,an)) it follows that Sia, a 

refinement of V that has positive finite order at y. Since ne N A"| = No, it follows 

that Y is hereditarily weak 0@-refinable. 

In [26], J. C. Smith proved the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1.12. Every weak 6-refinable space is B(D,w?)-refinable. 

Theorem 3.1.13. Every B(D, \)-refinable space is finally \ weak 6-refinable. 

Proof: Let U = {U,:+7 €T} be an open cover of a space X and let B= U{B, : we 

r} be a B(D, 4)-refinement of U. For each y € T and pu € A choose V,,,) to be an 

open set satisfying;
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(i) Buu) S Vu S Uy and 

(ii) Vinny 9 (ULB, 27 < pW U ULBuw 24 #7] = 8. 
It is easy to see that V = U{V, : uw € A} where V, = {Viy4): y € T} is a finally 

A weak 6-refinement of /. In fact, for each z € X, ord(z,V,,) = 1. 

Theorem 3.1.14. The closed continuous image of a hereditarily weak 6-refinable 

space X is hereditarily weak 0-refinable. 

Proof: By Theorem 3.1.12, X is hereditarily B(D,w@)-refinable. Thus by Theorem 

3.1.13, X is hereditarily finally w2 weak 6-refinable. Therefore, every closed continu- 

ous image of X is hereditarily weak 0-refinable by Theorem 3.1.11. 

In 1969, R. E. Hodel [14] obtained the following result for totally normal spaces. 

Theorem 3.1.15. Let @ denote a class of topological spaces that satisfies the fol- 

lowing conditions. 

(a) If X is a topological space and F = {F, : a € A} is a locally finite closed cover 

of X such that each F, € Q, then X € Q. 

(b) If X is a topological space such that every open subset of X belongs to Q, then 

every subset of X belongs to Q. 

(c) If X is a topological space which belongs to Q, then every closed subset of X 

belongs to Q. 

Then if X is a totally normal space in Q, every subset of X is in Q. 

Lemma 3.1.16. The class of countably metacompact, B(.D,wo)-refinable spaces sat- 

isfies conditions (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 3.1.15 above. 

Proof: By Theorem 3.1.7, condition (a) is satisfied. It is easily observed that if 

every open subset of a space is countably metacompact and B(D, wo)-refinable then 

every subset of the space is countably metacompact and B(D,wo)-refinable, so (b) 

is satisfied. Also, countable metacompactness and B(D,wo)-refinability are closed
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hereditary, and hence (c) is satisfied. 

Remark 3.1.17. By Theorem 3.1.15 and Lemma 3.1.16, we now have the following 

theorem which establishes sufficient conditions for a space to be hereditarily B(D, wo)- 

refinable. 

Theorem 3.1.18. Let X be a totally normal, countably metacompact B(D, wo)- 

refinable space. Then X is hereditarily B(D,wo)-refinable. 

Corollary 3.1.19. The closed, continuous image of a countably metacompact, to- 

tally normal, B(D,wo)-refinable space X is hereditarily weak 0-refinable. 

Proof: By Theorem 3.1.18, X is hereditarily B(D,wo)-refinable. Then by Theorem 

3.1.13, X is hereditarily finally wo weak 0-refinable. Therefore, by Theorem 3.1.11, 

every closed continuous image of X is hereditarily weak 0-refinable. 

Remark 3.1.20. Theorem 3.1.15 can be used to obtain, for the class of totally 

normal spaces, a corollary to Theorem 3.1.21 below. 

R. H. Price [19] has shown the following result. 

Theorem 3.1.21. The perfect image of a hereditarily countably metacompact, 

B(D, wo)-refinable space is B(D,w2)-refinable. 

We now show the following corollary to Theorem 3.1.21 above. 

Corollary 3.1.22. The perfect image of a countably metacompact, totally normal, 

B(D,wo)-refinable space X is hereditarily B( D,w?)-refinable. 

Proof: Since countable metacompactness satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.1.15, 

X is hereditarily countably metacompact. Thus the corollary follows from Theorem 

3.1.15 and 3.1.21. 

Remark 3.1.23. In examining the proof of Theorem 3.1.11, we see that the main 

step in the construction of weak 0-refinement of the cover of the image space was
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building partial refinements of the cover of the domain space with “small enough” 

sets such that for each member of the image, its inverse image met only finitely many 

members of some partial refinement. With this observation in mind, we can obtain 

the following generalization of Theorem 3.1.11. 

Theorem 3.1.24. Every hereditarily B(C’P, X)-refinable space X is hereditarily weak 

6-refinable. 

Proof: Let U = {U,: 7 € T'} be an open cover of X. Let B = U{B/,) : » € A}, where 

Bia = {Bun y €T} bea B(CP, A)-refinement of U. For p € A let Ky) = {zr EX: 

z € U,<,(UBz))}- Then Ky) is a closed set in X. Let Fun) = Kw) U (Usen Bus) 

and let Uy) = Uy — Fry. Define U,) = {Ua : y € T}. Then by hypothesis there 

exists a B(C’P, X)-refinement of U((,), say By.) = U{Bi,y) : ¥ € A} where Bi, = 

{Biuon) 27 €T}. Then for p € A, let Ky) = Ky) U {ce € X: 2 € Ue, (UBL) }- 

Clearly K(,,y) is a closed subset of X. Let Fiy yy) = Kiy,yy U (Us <y Buus) and let 

Duwi = Ua — Fu, Define Una = {Uiuy7) > 7 €T}. Then U,y4) is an open 

partial refinement of U with a B(C’P, A)-refinement, say Biy,y) = U{Bi, y.)  € € A} 

where B* = {Bywev) 2 ¥ € T}. Continue this procedure by induction on U,-y A”. 

As in the proof of Theorem 3.1.11, for each x € X there exists an n € N, an n-tuple 

(a1, Q2,--.,Q,) in A", and ay ET such that 

(1) 2 € Blayao,...,0n8) HE B = 7. 

For each n € N and (a, Q2,..., Qn) € A”, 

( Uncen OB crs scrnyet) )): 7 éT}. 

peony 

S is a weak 6-refinement of UW. 

Since it is clear that closed maps preserve CP collections, we have the next theo-
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rem. 

Theorem 3.1.25. The closed continuous image of a B(C’P, 4)-refinable space is 

B(CP, X)-refinable. 

Corollary 3.1.26. The closed continuous image a hereditarily B(C'P, \)-refinable 

space is hereditarily weak 60-refinable. 

Proof: By Theorem 3.1.25 it is the case that the image is hereditarily B(C’P, X)- 

refinable and hence hereditarily weak 6-refinable by Theorem 3.1.24. 

Theorem 3.1.27. Every finally \ weak 6-refinable space X is B(D,wo- \)-refinable. 

Proof: Let U = {U,: 7 € T} be an open cover of X. Let G = U{G, : wp € A} be 

a finally A weak 6-refinement of U. Recall from Definition 1.2.33 (b) that for each 

z € X there exists wz € A such that 0 < ord(z,G,,) < No and z ¢ Uy, (Us). 

Then for p € A, let K, = {2 € X: py = pw}. For wp € X and n€ N, define By, ny) = 

{(Goum) 1 Guy) V+ Gian) 1K) — {2 € UG, : ord(z,G,) > m} 2 M1, 720---5 In 

are distinct elements of [}. Then By, n) is a relatively discrete closed collection in 

xX — ((UsenlUsen(UBis,)))) U (U;-n(UB(,,i)))). Also, Usen(Uien(UBis.i))) = Usey Ks 

is a closed set in X. It follows that B = U{Byny: EA, nE N} isa B(D,wo- d)- 

refinement of U/. 

Remark 3.1.28. The rest of this chapter gives necessary and sufficient conditions, 

in terms of upper semi-continuous decompositions, for B(D,wo)-refinability to be 

preserved by closed, continuous maps. 

Lemma 3.1.29. Let X represent a topological space that satisfies the following 

condition. 

(*) For every upper semi-continuous decomposition D of X and D-saturated open 

cover U = {U,: 7 €T} of X, there exists a partial refinement F = U{F,:ne€
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wo} of U where for each n € wo we have F, = {Finny : y € T} with Fin) G Uy 

for each y € I and such that 

(1) F, is a relatively discrete collection of closed sets in X — (, en(UFi); and 

(2) for each D € D there exists np € wo with DN U;.,,,(UFi) = 0 and |{y eT: 

DO Fay») F O}| = 1. 

Then every closed continuous image of X is B(.D,wo)-refinable. 

Proof: Suppose f : X — Y is a closed, continuous, onto map, and V = {V, : 

y € T} is an open cover of Y. Define UY = {U, = f-*(V,) : y € T}. Define 

D = {f-'(y): y € Y}. Then UY is a D -saturated open cover of X. Let F be a 

partial refinement of U satisfying (*) above. Define B = U{B, : n € wo} where 

Ba = {Bin = fF) — f(Uien(UFi)) 7 € P} for each n € wv. 

Claim. B is a B(D,wo)-refinement of V. 

Proof: Let y € Y and let D, = f~*(y). Since F,,, is a discrete closed collection in 

X —(U; <nDy Fi) it is the case that Bro, is a relatively closed discrete collection in 

Y—- Usenp, (UBi) and ord(y,B,p,) = 1. 

Lemma 3.1.30. Let X represent a topological space such that every closed con- 

tinuous image of X is B(D,wg)-refinable. Then for every upper semi-continuous 

decomposition D of X and every U = {U,: 7 € T} a D-saturated open cover of X, 

there exists a B(D,wo)-refinement B = U{B, : n € wo} of U such that for each D € D 

there exists np € Wo with D € Bap) for some y ET. 

Proof: Let « be the projection map from X to the quotient space given by the 

decomposition D. Let V = {V, = 7(U,): 7 € T}. By Lemma 1.2.53, V is an open 

cover of the quotient space. Then by hypothesis, V has a B(D,wo)-refinement, say 

B = U{B™ : n € wo}. Let B = U{B, : n € wo} where B, = {Bin,») : y € T} and 

Bay) = a (Boy) for each y ET. It is easy to see that B is a B(D,wo)-refinement
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of U with the desired property. 

We now have the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1.31. Every closed continuous image of a space X is B(D,wo)-refinable 

iff X satisfies the condition (*) in Lemma 3.1.29. 

Question 3.1.32. Can the hereditary condition in Theorem 3.1.14 be removed?



CHAPTER IV 

o-PRODUCT THEOREMS 

Recently [10, 11, 12, 17, 27, 29, 30], there has been much interest in answering 

the following question. Let P represent some topological property. If every finite 

subproduct of a o-product X has property P, does X necessarily have property P? 

Diagram 4.0.1 below lists many results regarding this question. Results numbered 

20-26 are new results in this thesis. In addition, results numbered 7 and 10 follow 

directly as corollaries from a special B(D,wo) sum theorem proved in §1. 

Diagram 4.0.1. o—product theorems. 

Property g-product Reference 

1. paracompact yes (regular) [17] 

2. shrinking yes (normal) [10] 

3. CWN yes (normal) [10] 

4. weak @-property yes (normal) [11] 

5.  screenable yes (normal) [12] 

6. countably para- yes (normal) [11] 

compact 

7. metacompact yes [29] 

8.  Lindelof yes [17] 

9. expandability yes (normal) [29] 

10. almost expandable yes [29] 

(discretely) 

11. CWSN yes (subnormal) (29] 

12. subparacompact yes (subnormal) [29] 

45
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Property g-product Reference 

13. CW6N yes (subnormal) [29] 

14. stratifiable* yes (monotone normal) [29] 

15. 9-refinable yes [30] 

16. orthocompact no [30] 

17. $-property yes (normal) [30] 

18. CP cover by yes [27] 

compact sets 

19. special CP cover yes (27] 

by compact sets 

20. weak 6-refinable yes 

21. B(D,wo)-refinable yes 

22. mesocompact yes (normal) 

23. discretely CF yes (normal) 

expandable 

24. para-Lindelof yes (normal) 

25. meta-Lindelof yes 

26. closed hereditary yes 

irreducibility 

* plus some additional conditions. 

Remark 4.0.2. Let {X, : a@ € A} be an infinite collection of T, spaces containing 

more than one point. Then every o-product X = o{Xq : a € A} is not compact 

since X is not closed in []{Xq : a € A}. 

In §1 of this chapter, we establish the o-product theorem for the properties weak
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6-refinability and B(D,wo)-refinability. We obtain these results as special cases of 

a more general sum theorem established for a class of spaces with a “B(D,w)- 

breakdown” with some particular properties. We will refer to this kind of theorem 

as a “Special B(D,wo) Sum Theorem”. We then show that the o-product theorem 

for properties such as metacompactness and almost (discrete) expandability easily 

follows from this Special B(D,wo) Sum Theorem. 

In §2 we obtain o-product theorems for mesocompactness, discrete CF expand- 

ability, para-Lindel6fness, and closed hereditary irreducibility. We demonstrate how, 

in the case of mesocompactness, the Special B(.D,wo) Sum Theorem can be used to 

provide a more general setting for a o-product theorem. 

§1. o-product theorem for weak 6-refinability and B(D,wo)-refinability. 

We begin this section with a proof of a result which we call the Special B(D, wo) 

Sum Theorem for weak 6-refinability. The o-product theorem for the properties weak 

6-refinability and B(D,wo)-refinability will follow as special cases of this result. 

Definition 4.1.1. Let X be a space. Then B = U{B, : n € wo} is said to be a 

B(D, wo)-breakdown of X provided that B, = {B(n,a):a@ € Aj} is a relatively 

discrete collection of closed subsets of X — U;-,(UB;) and UB = X. tin 

Special B(D,wo) Sum Theorem 4.1.2. Suppose X is a space which has a B(D, w9)- 

breakdown B = U{B, : n € wo}, where B, = {B(n,a) : a € An}, satisfying the 

following properties: 

(1) For each n € wo, B, has a point finite open expansion G, = {G(n,a) : a € An} 

in X. 

Note that we may assume UG, N (U;.,(UB:)] = 0. 

(2) For each n € wo and a € Ap, if Sina) = {S(n, a, 6): 6 € A} is a point finite open 

collection in B(n, a) then S(n,a) has a point finite open expansion in X. Note that
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again we may assume that the expansion of Sina) does not meet (U;.,(UB;)) U 

(Uvate Bonw)) 

(3) For every n € wo and a € A, the set B(n,a) is weak 6-refinable. 

Then X is weak 6-refinable. 

Proof. Let U = {U,:7 €T} be an open cover of X. For each n € wo and a € Ap, 

let 

(i) Stray = ULS(na,i) 1 7 € Wo} be a weak 6-refinement of U|B(n, a), with S(no,i) = 

{S(n,a,t,y) : y € T}. Assume by (2) that the collections Siro; have been 

expanded to open collections in X that partially refine U such that {US(n,0,i : 

1 € wo} is point finite in X. 

(ii) Define Hine,in) = S(n,a,7,y) A G(n,a) for y ET, let Hana) = {H(n, a,2,7) : 

7 €T}, and for 2 € wo, let Hiniy = U{Hinja,i) 1 @ € An}. 

(*) By (3) and (ii), {UA (ny : 2 € wo} is a point finite open collection in X. Further- 

more if 7 <n and y € UB;, then 0 = ord(y, Hin) for every 2 € wo by (i). 

Now, for each n € wo and z € UBy, we have 0 < ord(z, Hin) for some 7 € wo by 

(i) and (ii). Next consider the map f : wo X wo — wo where f(0,0) = 0, f(0,1) = 1, 

f(1, 0) = 2, f(0,2) = 3, f(1,1) = 4, f(2,0) =5, ete. 

Claim. H = U{Hy-1(4) : k € wo} is a weak §-refinement of U. 

Proof. Let z € X. Then there exists n € wo such that x € UB,. 

By (*), {UH -1(k) : & € wo} is a PF collection of open subsets of X. 

Next, there exists an a € A, such that zx € B(n,a). Then by (i) and (ii) 

there exists an 7 € wo such that 0 < ord(z,Hnj)) < No. In fact, ord(z,Hin,)) = 

or d(x, H(na,i))- 

Remark 4.1.3. Hypothesis (2) in Theorem 4.1.2 can actually be weakened to the 

following: For each n € wo and a € An, if Sina) = {S(n,a,7) : t € wo} is a point
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finite open collection in B(n,a) then S(n,a) has a point finite open expansion in X. 

However, hypothesis (2) will be needed later to obtain the Special B(D,wo) Sum 

Theorem for properties such as metacompactness. 

Lemma 4.1.4. [19] A space X is B(D,wo)-refinable iff it is 1-bded weak 0-refinable. 

From the proof of Theorem 4.1.2 and Lemma 4.1.4, we now have a result similar 

to Theorem 4.1.2 for B(D, wo)-refinability. 

Theorem 4.1.5. Let X be a space with a B(D,wo) breakdown satisfying conditions 

(1) and (2) in Theorem 4.1.2. If B(n,a) is B(.D,wo)-refinable for each n € wo and 

a€A,, then X is B(D,wo)-refinable. 

Theorem 4.1.6. Let X = o{X,: a € A} be a o-product space. Then X satisfies 

conditions (1) and (2) in the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1.2 with B, = {Y, — Xn-1: 

a € [A]"} for each n E wo. 

Proof. Recall from Definition 1.2.45 that X, is closed in X for every n € wo, 

and {Y, — X,-1 : a € [A]"} is a discrete closed collection in X — Xn~;. Also, by 

Lemma 1.2.47, {p7'(Ya — Xn-1) : a € [A]"} is a point finite open expansion of 

B, in X, so condition (1) is satisfied. Likewise, if Sina) = {S(n,a,y) : 7 € T} 

is a point finite open collection in B(n,a) = Y, — Xn-1 for some a € [A] then 

S(aa) = {p7*(S(n,a,7)) : y € T} is a point finite open expansion of Sina) in X and 

(2) is satisfied. 

We now have the following result. 

Theorem 4.1.7. The c-product theorem holds for the property weak 6-refinability 

(resp., B(.D,wo)-refinability. ) 

Theorem 4.1.8. The Special B(D,wo) Sum Theorem holds for the properties meta- 

compactness (meta-Lindel6fness) and almost (discrete) expandability.
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Proof. 

(i) 

(ii) 

To prove the theorem for metacompactness (meta-Lindeldfness), suppose U = 

{U., : y € T} is an open cover of X. Then for each n € wo and a € Ap, let 

Una) = {U(n,a,y) : y € T} be a refinement of U|B(n,a) that is open and 

point finite (point countable) on B(n,a). Then by hypothesis (2) of Theorem 

4.1.2, there exists an open collection Vinay = {V(n,a,y): 7 €T} that is a point 

finite (point countable) open expansion in X of U(n,a) that misses (;.,(UB,)) U 

(Uyaea Bin, )) and partially refines U/. It follows that {V(n, a, y)NG(n,a)NU, : 

y ET, n € wo, a € An} is an open in X point finite (point countable) refinement 

of U, where for each n € wo, Gn = {G(n,a) : a € A,} is the point finite (point 

countable) open expansion of B, given in hypothesis (1) of Theorem 4.1.2. 

To prove the theorem for almost (discrete) expandability, let F = {F,: 7 € T} 

be a locally finite (discrete) family of closed sets in X. We note that for each 

n € wo, F|B(n, a) is a locally finite (discrete) family of closed sets in B(n,q). 

Hence F|B(n,a) has a point finite expansion, Vinay = {V(n,a,y) : 7 € T} 

that is open in B(n,a). Now by hypothesis (2) of Theorem 4.1.2, Vina) has a 

point finite open expansion, V/,,) = {V*(n,a,7) : y € T'} in X that misses 

(U:en(UB;)) U (Use Binw)): For each n € wo, let G, = {G(n,a) : a € An} be 

the point finite open in X expansion of B, as in condition (1) of the hypothesis 

of Theorem 4.1.2. It is now easy to see that V = {(U{V*(n,a,7)N G(n,a):neé 

wo, 2 € A,}): 7 ET} is a point finite open (in X) expansion of F. 

Remark 4.1.9. Now two o-product theorems proved in [29] and the o-product theo- 

rem for meta-Lindel6fness follow directly from Lemma 4.1.6 and Theorem 4.1.8 above. 

Theorem 4.1.10. Theo-product theorem holds for the properties metacompactness, 

meta-Lindeléfness, and almost (discrete) expandability.
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§2. o—Product Theorem for mesocompactness, discrete compact finite ex- 

pandability, para—Lindelofness, and closed hereditary irreducibility. 

Lemma 4.2.1. Letn € wo. Suppose V and U are open subsets of X =a{X,:a€A 

such that X, CV CV CU and that each finite subproduct of X is CF expandable. 

If F = {F,: 7 € T}is a LF collection of closed sets in X, then F|(Xn41 —U) has a 

CF open expansion in X. 

Proof. For each a € [A]"*’, Y, is CF expandable. Hence F|(Y, — U) has a CF 

expansion in Ya, say Giyia) = {G@*(n+1,4,y): 7 ET}. Let Gintiay = {G(r + 

1,a,7) = pz'(G*(n + 1,a,7))Np7(% — V): 7 ET}. Now define Gin4iy = {G(n + 

1,7) = (UG(n + 1,a, 7): a € [A]"*) : 7 ET}. Clearly Gan41) is an open family in X. 

We now show that Gin41) is an open expansion of F|(Xn41 — U). 

Let x € Xn41N(F, —U) for some y ET. Let a = Q(z). Then a € [A]"*1. Note 

that pa(z) = zx ¢ V. Hence x € pz!(Y, — V). Therefore z € (pz1(G*(n + 1,4, 7)) 

p,'(Ya — V)) = G(n + 1,4, 7) © Gin +1,7) € Gingiy. It follows that Gin4i) is an 

expansion of F| (Xn41 — U). 

Finally, we claim that Gin41) is CF. Let K be a compact subset of X. Then 

(KM p7'(Y, — V)) # @ for only finitely many a € [A]"*? by Lemma 1.2.48. Since 

Pa(K) is compact for each a € [A]"*’, it follows that K meets only finitely many 

members of G(n41). Hence Gin41) is a CF open expansion of F in X. 

Theorem 4.2.2. Suppose X = o{X, : a € A is normal and that every finite 

subproduct of X is discretely CF expandable. Then X is discretely CF expandable. 

Proof. Let ¥ = {F,: 7 € IT} be a discrete family of closed subsets of X. To prove 

the theorem we construct by induction a family H* = U{H,; : 7 € wo} of open subsets 

of X such that each H; = {H(i,y): 7 € T} is CF, {UH; : 2 € wo} is CF, and each 

F, C U{H(i,7):4 € wo}. Then H = {U{H (i, y) :2 € wo} : y ET} will be a CF open
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expansion of F. We may assume that s* € F, for some y ET. 

Step 1. Choose an open set Uy C X such that s* € Up and UNF, = 9 if s* ¢ F, 

for all y ET. Let H(0,y) = Up U(X — UF) if s* € F,. Let H(0,y) = @ otherwise. 

Then clearly Ho) = {H(0,7) : y € T'} is an open CF expansion of F | Xo. 

Step 2. Fix n € wo. Assume that we have constructed an open CF expansion 

Hn) = {H(n,7): 7 €T} of F | X, such that 

(i) H(n,7) 9 (Ups, Fa) = 0 for all y € Y. 

(ii) UH (ny D UH (n-1). 

(iii) There is an open set V,-1 C X such that X,-1 © Va-1 © Wn-1 © UM(n-1) with 

YCVa-1ifk cn—-1. 

step 3. By the normality of X, let V, be an open subset of X such that X, C 

Va © Va S UH (ny and V, C V, for k <n. 

By Lemma 4.2.1 above and the discreteness of F, there exists a CF open expansion 

Gnu) = {G(n +1,7): 7 ET} of F | (Xn41 —UH qm) which does not meet V,, and 

such that (G(n + 1,7) N (Uy, Me)) = 0 for al y eT. Let Hing) = {H(n + 1,7) = 

H(n,y)U G(n+1,y): 7 ET}. Then Hia4i) is an open CF expansion of F | Xn41 

such that (H(n+ 1,7) (Ug., Fa)) = 9 for every y ET. 

Let H = {H, = U{H(n,7):n € wo}: 7 ETH. 

Clearly H is a collection of open subsets of X. To see that H is an expansion of 

F, let c € F, for some y ET. If rx = s*, then z € H, by Step 1. If x # 8", choose 

the first n € wo such that z € X,. From Step 2 we must have z € H(n,y) € Hy. It 

follows that Hl is an open expansion of F. 

Finally, we show that H is CF; for if K C X is compact, then there exists n € wo 

such that K C V,. By the construction of G(;) above, we have UG) NV, = 0, for 

alli > n. Hence UG) N K = 0 fori >n. By the construction of Hi), K hits only 

finitely many members of {UH(,) : 7 € wo}; and since each Hy) is CF, K hits only
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finitely many members of H. 

In 1973, J. R. Boone [6] proved the following characterization of mesocompactness. 

We give a proof below for completeness. 

Theorem 4.2.3. A normal space X is mesocompact iff X is metacompact and dis- 

cretely CF expandable. 

Proof. If X is mesocompact, then X is clearly metacompact. Let F = {F,:7€T} 

be a discrete family of closed subsets of X. For y €T,, define U, = X —U,.., Fs and 

U={U,:yET}U{U*=X—-Uey Bh}. 

Since X is mesocompact, U has a CF open refinement V = {V,: 7 €T}U {U*} 

where V, C U, for all y € [. Clearly {V, : y € I} is the desired CF open expansion 

of F. 

Now, suppose X is metacompact and discretely CF expandable. Let U = {U, : 

-y €T} be a PF open cover of X. Define K, = {{zx € U, : ord(z,U) = 1} : 7 ETH. 

It is easy to see that K, is a discrete collection of closed subsets of X and has a CF 

open expansion, J; = {T(1,y7): 7 ET}, such that T(1,7) C U, for every y ET. By 

the normality of X, let G, be an open set such that UK; C G; C G, CUT. 

Assume that for k < n we have constructed a compact finite open expansion 

T = {T(k,y): 7 ET} of K, = {U,,NU,NU,9---NU, NA {x € X: ord(x,U) = 

k} —UTj-1:1,---,%% are distinct members of I} and open sets G, such that 

(i) 7, misses G,_, and partially refines U 

(ii) Geo © Gy_y and 

(iii) G,_1 is an open set such that UKy_1 © Gea C Ge_-1 © UT;-1. 

Again by the normality of X we can choose an open set G,-1 such that UK,_1 © 

Ga-1 © Ga-1 C UT,_; and G,_2 C G,_,. Furthermore, since K, = {U,,N---NU,,M 

{x € X: ord(z,U) = n} —UTh-1: 1,.--;%n are distinct members of T'} is discrete
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in X, there exists a CF open expansion 7, = {T(n,y) : y ET} of K, that misses 

Gn-1 and partially refines ¢. Now define T = {T, = U{T(n, 7): ne N}:7 ET}. It 

is easy to show that 7 is a CF open refinement of U/, and hence X is mesocompact. 

We are now ready to obtain some new o-—product theorems. 

Theorem 4.2.4. Let X = o{X, : a € A} be normal such that each finite subproduct 

of X is mesocompact. Then X is mesocompact. 

Proof. By Theorem 4.1.10 above, X is metacompact; and by Theorem 4.2.2 X is 

discretely CF expandable. Hence X is mesocompact by Theorem 4.2.3. 

Question 4.2.5. Can the normality condition in Theorem 4.2.4 above be weakened? 

Remark 4.2.6.. In [12] K. Chiba proved a o-product theorem for para—Lindel6dfness 

which required that the space be normal and countably paracompact. The next theo- 

rem generalizes this result by eliminating the requirement of countable paracompact- 

ness. 

Theorem 4.2.7. Let X = o{X, : a € A be normal and such that each finite 

subproduct of X is para—Lindelof. Then X is para—Lindelof. 

Proof. Let U = {U, : 7 ET} be an open cover of X. Choose an open subset Vo of 

X and a member 7% of I’ such that s* € Vo C Vo C Days « 

Define U(0, 7) = { th if 7 # and let U = {U(0,7): 7 ET}. 

Assume that for each k < n, we have constructed a LC open partial refinement 

U, = {U(n,y):7 ET} of U that covers X,. Furthermore assume that we have chosen 

open sets V, such that X, CV. C V. GC UU, and Vir CV; for all k <n. 

Since Y, is para-Lindel6of for each a € [A]**!, we have a LC open (in Y,) refinement 

Uln+1,a) of U| (Y, - Vn). Let Uvns1,a) = {U*(n +1, 4,7): 7 €T}. Now define, 

U(n + 1,a,7) = [p,'(U"(n + 1,4,7) — Vn)] M (Uy — Vn)
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and U*(n + 1,7) = U{U(nsiay) : @ € [A]"t*}. By Lemma 1.2.48 above, U*,, = 

{U*(n+1,7): 7 €T} is a LC family of open subsets of X which covers X,41 — (UU, ) 

and partially refines U/. It now follows that Unp, = {U(n + 1,7) = U*(n4+1,7)U 

U(n,y): 7 €T} is an open, LC (in X) partial refinement of U that covers X,,,1. 

Continue the procedure above by induction, and let H = {H, = U{U(n,y):neé 

wo} :y7 ET}. Clearly # is an open refinement of U. Furthermore, for x € X choose 

the first n € wo such that z € X,. Note that for m > n, r € V_ © Vm-1 and hence 

xz ¢ UU*.. It now follows that H is LC; and hence X is para~Lindelof. 

Remark 4.2.8. Alternate forms of the Special B(D,wo) Sum Theorem can be ob- 

tained to provide a more general setting for many o-product theorems listed in this 

thesis. We give an example below in the case of mesocompactness. 

Second Special B(D,uwo) Sum Theorem. 4.2.9. Let X be a normal space with 

a B(D,wo)-breakdown B = U{B, : n € wo}, where B, = {B(n,y): 7 € An}, which 

has the following properties: 

(1) For each n € wo, if U is an open set such that U;.,(UB;) C U then {B(n,y)-U: 

y € A,} has a CF open expansion in X. 

(2) For each n € wo and y € Ap, if Ginn) = {G(n, 7,6): 6 € A} is a CF collection of 

open subsets of B(n,y), then Gn,y has a CF open expansion in X. 

(3) For every n € wo and y € A, the set B(n,+) is mesocompact. 

Then X is mesocompact. 

Proof. Let U = {Us : 6 € A} be an open cover of X. Let Ho = {H(0,7) : y € Ao} 

be a CF open (in X) expansion of By. Now for each y € Ao let Uo, be a CF 

open (in B(0,+)) refinement of U | B(0,7). By (2) above there exists a CF open 

(in X) expansion Up, of Uo). Define Go.) = {U* 1 H(0,7) : U" € Uo,»)}- Then 

Go = U{Gio,x) : ¥ € Ao} is a CF open (in X) partial refinement of U/ that covers UBo.
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By the normality of X, there exists an open set Vo such that UByp C Vo C Vo © UGo. 

Now by (1) and the same procedure above, we construct a CF open (in X) 

collection, Gy = U{Ga,. : y € Ai} which misses Vo, covers (UB,) —UGo, and partially 

refines U4. Continue this procedure by induction to obtain for each n € wo an open (in 

X) collection G,, which is a CF partial refinement of U/ that covers (UB,) —U;.,(UG:), 

and an open set V,, such that V; C V, ifi < n and U;.,(UBi)) © Va CVn C 

Usen(UG:). Now for any compact subset K C X, there exists an n € wo such that 

K CY, and KN(UG;) =@ ift > n. It is easy to see that K meets only finitely many 

members of Usen(UGi). It follows that G = U{Q; : t € wo} is a CF open refinement 

of U, and hence X is mesocompact. 

Corollary 4.2.10. Mesocompactness satisfies the o—product theorem for normal o- 

products. 

B(D,wo) Sum Theorem for closed hereditary irreducibility 4.2.11. Let X 

be a space with a B(D,wo) breakdown B = U{B, : n € wo} where each B, = 

{B(n,y): 7 € An} is such that every closed subset of B(n,+) is irreducible. Then X 

is irreducible. 

Proof: Let U = {U, : a € A} be an open cover of X. For n € wo, let G, = 

{G(n, 7) : y € An} be an open expansion of B, that is discrete in UB, and is such 

that UG. (U;<,(UB:)) = 0. 

For each y € Aj, let Ha,.) = {H(1,7,a) : wa € A} be a minimal collection of 

open sets (in X) which refines /|B(1,-) and is such that each H(1,7,a) € G(1,7). 

Let H, = U{Ha,) : y € Ai}. Assume, for k < n, that for each y € A, there 

exists a minimal collection Hiy,,y) = {H(k, 7, a) : a € A} of open sets which refines 

U| [B(k, 7) — U;e,(UH;)] and such that 

(i) H(k,y,a) € G(k, 7), and
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(ii) He = ULH (ay) 2-7 € Ax}. 

Since Bin,y — (U;2,(UH:)) is closed and hence irreducible, for each y € An, there 

exists a minimal collection Hin) = {H(n,7,a) : @ € A} of open sets which refines 

U|B(n, y) — (Uien(UHi)) where each H(n, 7, a) C G(n, 7). 

Define Hy = U{H(n,») : ¥ € An}. Then it is easy to show that H = U{H, :neé 

wo} is a minimal open refinement of U, and hence X is irreducible. 

Remark 4.2.12. By an easy transfinite induction argument, the proof of Theorem 

4.2.11 can be extended to show that, for any ordinal a, the B(D,a) Sum Theorem 

holds for closed hereditary irreducibility. 

We now have the following corollary. 

Corollary 4.2.13. The o-product theorem holds for closed hereditary irreducibility. 

Question 4.2.14. Many interesting questions regarding o-products remain open. 

For example, does the ¢-product theorem hold for the properties B(D, \)-refinability 

and B(LF, X)-refinability?
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